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Abstract-A simple method for the location and stabilization of unstable periodic orbits of chaotic 
maps is proposed. The method is illustrated through the examples of the logistic map and the Henon 
map. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Consider an m-dimensional nonlinear smooth map 
&+1 = q&,P), LEEP, (1) 
where p E W is a scalar system parameter of the map (1). Let points z,l(p), . . . , &k(p) be period-k 
points of the map (l), that is, 
&2(p) = F(&l(p),p), . . . ,&l(p) = F(z,k(p),p). (2) 
As a rule, there exists a critical value pp of the system parameter such that the cycle (2) is a 
k stable periodic orbit of the map (1) in the region p 5 p, . But in the region p > pt, the cycle (2) 
is an unstable periodic orbit of the map (1) which has in this case another regular or chaotic 
attractor. 
The problem is to locate, track, and stabilize the unstable periodic orbit (2) of the map (1) in 
the region p > pt by small perturbations in p. 
The method considered in the present paper is a generalization of the method proposed by the 
author in [l] for location and stabilization of unstable fixed points of chaotic maps. 
METHOD FOR STABILIZATION 
OF UNSTABLE PERIODIC ORBITS 
Note, that every point z,i(p), i = 1,. . . , Ic, of the cycle (2) is the stable fixed point of the 
map F” in the region p 5 pt. But in the region p > pt, every point z*i(p) is the unstable fixed 
point of the map Fk. 
So, consider an (m + 1)-dimensional map 
+,+I = Fk(zn,p) +E(qn -P), 
Qn+l = Q(%,P) + P(% - P) + P, 
(3) 
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where &(z&),p) = 0, i = 1 , . . . , Ic. It is clear that if the cycle (2) is a periodic orbit of the 
map (l), then every point (z*i(p),p), i = 1 , . . . , k is a fixed point of the map (3). Let us calculate 
the Jacobian matrix of the map (3) at the point (t*i(p),p): 
All eigenvalues of the matrix T(p) at the point p!: are equal to zero if and only if 
-pgpf)=O, I=1 )...) m+l, 
i 
where Z’li(p) is the ith main minor of the order 1 of the matrix T(p). 
One can determine directly the control coefficient /3 from the first equation of the last system 
trT(pt) = 0: 
p=-trg (24 (P!) YP:) * 
The other m control coefficients E = (~1,. . . , c,,,)~ in (3) should satisfy the system of m linear 
equations 
pli(p:) =o, 1=2 (...) m+l. (4) 
Thus, if the system (4) has a solution, then there exists a region pt 5 p 5 p:, such that for 
every p E [pt,pf,], the absolute values of the eigenvalues of the matrix T(p) are less than one. 
THEOREM 1. If the determinant D of the system of linear equations (4) is not equal to zero, then 
there exists a value pf* > & of the system parameter such that for every p E Ip(:, pf,], the point 
(z*i(p),p) is an asymptotically stable fixed point of the map (31, and it can be located, tracked, 
and stabilized in the region p E [pt, pt,] by the iterative process (3) with ~0 = p, zo q = z*i(pt). 
Every other period-k point t*j(p), j # i of the map (1) can be located, tracked, and (stabilized 
in the region p E [pt,p’f,] by the equations (2). 
Using the value pf, as a new critical value of the system parameter and calculating the new 
Jacobian matrix T(pf,), one can correct the values of the control coefficients ~1,. . . , Ed,, p in (3) 
and locate, track, and stabilize the point z,i(p) of the cycle (2) in a new region p E @* ,&‘,I. 
One can proceed with this process as long as the periodic orbit (2) of the map (1) exists. 
In particular, one can choose the map Q(z,p) in (3) of the form 
Q@,P) = ~1 [@(z,P) - 211 + .a. + am [C!,(~,P) - rm] , 
where parameters ai, i = 1, . . . , m are equal to zero or to one that is to satisfy the conditi.on D # 0 
for the determinant D of the linear system (4). 
APPLICATIONS TO THE ONE- AND 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL CHAOTIC MAPS 
THEOREM 2. Let z*i(p) be a period-k point of the one-dimensional chaotic map (I), and let pt 
be a critical value of the system parameter such that v = g(z*i(p$),pt) # 1. 
Then, there exists pt, > pt such that for every p E [pt, p$,], the point (z,i(p), p) is the 
asymptotically stable i?xed point of the two-dimensional map 
G&+1 = m&P) + 4ln -PI, 
%a+1 = F”(z,,P) - &a + P(Qn - PI + P, 
where p = -v, e = v2/(1 - v). 
(5) 
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Note that the value v = ~(z*l(&,p~) x m-0 x $$(.~,k(p$),p!) is the same for all points z+(p) 
of the cycle (2) of the map (1). 
Consider, for example, the logistic map 
&+1 = PGa(l - &), 3<pi4. (6) 
The period-2 points 
z*l(p) = (1+ l/P) - x41 + l/P)U - VP) 
n 7 
z 
* 
2(p) = (1+ l/P) + d‘+ l/P)(l - 3/P) 
2 
(7) 
of the map (6) form the unstable periodic orbit in the region p > pq = 1 + 4. 
Our computational experiments show that one can locate, track, and stabilize the cycle (7) of 
the map (6) in the interval pz < p < 3.58 by the iterations (5) with fl = --v = 1 and E = 0.5 
calculated at the point pz. Note, that the map (6) has a chaotic motion near the right end of 
this interval (when p > 3.57). 
THEOREM 3. Let (x*i(P),~~i(p)) b e a P eriod-k point of the two-dimensional map F = (Fl, Fz), 
and let pt be a critical value of the system parameter such that the determinant 
D 3 [u:F& - 0102 (Ffz - F&) - aij~&] (1 - tr J + det J) # 0, 
where J is the Jacobian matrix and FFz, F&,, F,k,, F& are the partial derivatives of the map F” 
at the point (G(P!), YG(P~)). 
Then, there exists pf, > pf such that for every p E [pt,pf,], the point (z,i(p),y,i(p),p) is the 
asymptotically stable fixed point of the three-dimensional map 
&a+1 = Flkh Y*,P) + El(Qn -P), 
Yn+l = mG%r YmP) + &2(Qn -PI, 
qn+l =a1 [F;(zn,y,zn~) -x,] +a2 [F~~&>Y,,P) -~n]‘+P(qn -P) +P, 
(8) 
where 
p= -trJ, 
s1 = -; 
{ 
[aIF& - a2F& + aa(tr J - l)] tr Jdet J 
+ (alF$ - azF:= + a2 det J) [det J - (tr J)“] } , 
1 
Ep = - 
0 
a& - qF& + al(tr J - l)] tr Jdet J 
T(a.F& - a~Fz”y + al det J) [det J - (tr J)“]} . 
Consider, for example, the Henon map 
The period-2 points 
x,+1 = p + 0.3y, - z;, 
Yn+1 = Ga. 
(9) 
x*1 = 0.35 + &=mz, y*1 = 0.35 - &FTziEs, 
x*2 = 0.35 - j/m, y*2 = 0.35 + dpm 
(10) 
of the map (9) form the unstable periodic orbit in the region p > pz = 0.9125. If p = pz, then 
one eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix of the map F2 is equal to minus one. Since F& # 0, then 
one can choose al = 0 and a2 = 1 into (8). 
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Our computational experiments show that one can locate, track, and stabilize the cycle (10) of 
the map (9) in the interval pl < p 5 0.97 by the iterations (8) with control parameters 0, er, ~2, 
calculated at the point pz. Then one can stabilize the cycle (10) of the map (9) in the interval 
0.97 < p 5 1.1 by the iterations (8) with new control coefficients /3, .sr,sp, calculated at the point 
Pl* 2 = 0.97. The last interval contains the values of the system parameter p when the Henon 
map (9) already has a strange attractor. 
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